Arm movement performance during reversible basal ganglia lesions in the monkey.
Arm motor performance of eight Cebus monkeys was examined during reversible cooling in the ventral lateral region of the putamen and globus pallidus (primarily the external segment), where neurons discharging during arm movements have been found (DeLong 1972). When attempting to hold a handle stationary during basal ganglia cooling, all monkeys developed flexion at the wrist and some developed a slow flexion drift of the arm at the elbow. The prominence of wrist flexion emphasizes that the basal ganglia may normally influence distal musculature. During basal ganglia cooling an increase in segmental stretch reflexes (15-30 ms) was sometimes observed following arm perturbations, but no consistent increase occurred in the later EMG responses (30-95 ms) in contrast to results obtained in Parkinsonian patients (Tatton and Lee 1975). No major changes were observed in the time of onset of the earliest EMG activity in the agonist muscle in a simple reaction time elbow movement task during basal ganglia cooling. Basal ganglia lesions produced major disorders in both flexion and extension movements including slowing of movements and rebound of the arm towards its initial position after onset of movement. These disorders were accompanied by an increase in tonic activity of both flexors and extensors while holding and by increased levels of cocontraction of agonists and antagonists during attempted movements. It is suggested that this basal ganglia disorder is due to a failure to achieve the correct balance of activity between agonists and antagonists that is appropriate for a particular motor act.